
The Making of Meaning in Soieties:Semioti & Information-Theoreti Bakgroundto the Evolution of CommuniationChrystopher L. NehanivInterative Systems EngineeringUniversity of HertfordshireCollege LaneHat�eld Herts AL10 9ABUnited KingdomC.L.Nehaniv�herts.a.ukAbstratWe examine the notions of meaning and information for animals or agents engaged in interation games.Conepts from ognitive ethology, linguistis, semiotis, and evolution are surveyed. Innateness, individuallearning, and soial aspets (soial learning and ultural transmission) of the evolution of ommuniationare treated. Studies on animals and agents showing degrees of ommuniation are analyzed with an eye todesribing what aspets of ommuniation atually are demonstrated, or also in the ase of many simulationstudies, are built-in to the system at the outset. In partiular, prediation and onstituent struture(subategorization) have so far never been shown to emerge in roboti or software systems.1 IntrodutionMeaning in real human soieties is soially onstruted(Bruner (1991)), yet this depends also an the individ-ual member of soiety's partiipation. The makingof meaning in soiety emerges from the interation ofmany partiipants as they ommuniate to one an-other about the world in whih they are situated.Obviously the partiipants have partiular biologi-al apaities neessary for a onstrution of mean-ing, but the degree to whih innate mehanisms asopposed to learning or ultural mehanisms are in-volved is the subjet of muh debate, espeially inthe ase of human language aquisition. For otheranimals and for software and roboti agents, evolvingor designing ommuniation systems present similarissues. The substrate upon whih ommuniation re-lies an be ompared and ontrasted to the humanase, and the insights should be useful in several ar-eas: (1) understanding human ommuniation andlanguage situated in the ontext of a general biolog-ial bakground, (2) identi�ation and desription ofharateristis, properties, and mehanisms suÆientfor the support of ommuniation systems of vari-ous kinds in animals, (3) the design and onstru-tion of mehanisms to support ommuniation andlanguage-like phenomena in arti�ial systems.Semiotis provides an insightful approah to un-

derstanding meaning in terms of a relational (ratherthan a naivemapping) framework (Peire (1995); Goguen(1999)). In partiular, a sign or signal is related to asigni�ed via an interpretant, the situated linkage be-tween the two, depending on partiipant in the par-tiular at of semiosis. The segregration of the signand also of the signi�ed from the bakground of theenvironment are not a priori given, nor need theyoinide for di�erent partiipants in ats of semio-sis. (Although this theory of meaning seems simpleenough, it is muh more omplex than what one usu-ally sees in agent studies of the \evolution of lan-guage" or \evolution of ommuniation", whih as-sume a (generally �xed) set of possible referents and(generally �xed) set or alphabet of signs, both avail-able to all agents at the outset.) The legs of thesemioti triad (sign, signi�ed, interpretant) all varywith the partiular agent in question. Thus the studyof meaning is inherently an agent-oriented researharea, rather than a third-person God's eyeview Pla-toni world of absolutes.An information-theoreti approah an be usedto study the evolution of hannels of meaning in aommunity of agents (Nehaniv (1999)). At a funda-mental level, modes of sensing and atuating a�ordan agent its aess to potentially meaningful informa-tion { meaningful information for a partiular agentis information that is, in a statistial sense, useful



for the agent in ahieving its goals. In addition tothe interation hannels, internal struture and his-tory of the agent also plays a ritial role in faili-tating the use of meaningful information to ahievegoals. Applying Shannon information theory (Shan-non and Weaver (1963)) to information in hannelsthat are meaningful in this sense allows one to de-velop an agent-based theory of meaning as an exten-sion of the mathematial theory of ommuniation.The foregoing remarks already apply to a sin-gle agent or animal interating with its Umwelt, theethologist's term for the environment in whih it isembodied and embedded. Moreover, for soial ani-mals, and for soially intelligent agents, meaning (inthe sense just outlined) emerges from the interationof semiotially ative agents omprising the soiety.Whih goals are desirable for an agent depends onits nature, but also the ulture in whih it developed,hannels of information that are meaningful for at-taining these goals are in part determined by design(evolutionary or intentional) and in part by the his-tory of interation with others. The segregation ofsigns and signi�ed from a morass of environmentalstimuli to omprise legs of the semioti triad (withinomponents of a system of signs) depends also onembodiment, soiety and history of interation.We argue that useful models of the evolution ofommuniation must take into aount the priniplesdesribed here, and that other urrent models of fa-tally awed methodologially or at best inomplete.Indeed many published results in the evolution ofommuniation an be shown to be onsequenes ofrandom statistial sampling errors leading to onver-gene of (naive) \ommuniation systems" in whihthe potential signs and their referents were irum-sribed by experimenters at the outset and in whiha (naive) notion of semantis onstrained the natureof the possible systems whih ould evolve | only ina manner that would seem to on�rm the preonep-tions of the experimenters. Similar remarks apply tothe \emergene of syntax" in whih onstituent stru-ture (essentially ontext-free language formalism) hasbeen built-in at the outset (e.g. as \slots" in semantiproessing).Priniples for soially and semiotially realististudies of the evolution of meaning ould be arriedout will be desribed, making referene to some fun-damental studies on the grounding of ommuniation(Wittgenstein (1958, 1968); Billard and Dautenhahn(1999); Dautenhahn (1995); Nehaniv et al. (1999)).We will throw out several assumptions that aremade with traditional denotational semantis, by mak-ing ontrasting assertions:1. No Agent, No Meaning It will not be possi-ble to have a God's eye view notion of meaning.A signal or message an only be meaningful forpartiular individuals involved in partiular in-

terations with their environment or with eahother.2. No Privileged MeaningsWe will not assumethere is a speial set of onepts and predi-ates haraterizing the set of what it is possi-ble for the agent to mean. This is for instanea rejetion of a Platoni realm of forms, whihthe real world is only a shadow of, et. Mo-roever, this entails that we may not assumea priori that ertain ategories (lasses of ob-jets, attributes, abstrations, et.) exist out-side agents and their interation. The existeneof suh ategories must always be grounded inthe partiular agent's internal arhiteture, e.g.the state of its neurons, et., as they relate to itsprevious experiene and interation with othersand the world.3. No Privileged Signals We will not assumethat there are spei�, atomi symbols or lassesof symbols to whih all agents may in priniplehave aess. The sensory and atuator har-ateristis, as well as learning and experiene,onspire to determine what type of event on-stitutes a signal for the partiular agent in ques-tion.4. No Privileged Mapping Agents may haveinomplete knowledge of symbols and referents,ations, and meanings that might be ommuni-ated. Moreover no partiular mapping of sig-nals to signi�eds is the privileged orret map-ping. Agents may have di�erent and onitingmappings (or relations) with di�erent domainsand ranges.Thus eah vertex of the semioti triangle is sub-jet to variation. Di�erent agents use di�erent in-terpretants (hene potentially di�erent mappings) torelate sign and signi�ed.2 Semiosis:The Making of MeaningA muh less na�ive theory of how meaning arises thanthe denotational semantis ommon in omputer si-ene is semiotis (Peire (1995)), introdued by anAmerian philospher working over a hundred yearsago.2.1 Semioti TrianglesSemiotis aknowledges the situated nature of themaking of meaning. The onnetion between a signand what it signi�es (the signi�ed) is mediated by aninterpretant (the relation between them). The natu-ralness of this relationship has degrees: A sign may



be ioni (sensorially indiative of the signi�ed), in-dexial (indiative but not representing the signi�edin a way losely mathing the pereptual stimulusthe signi�ed would produe), or symboli (arbitrar-ily assoiated to the signi�ed). Examples of ionisigns inlude threatening displays in animals, indexi-al signs inlude the intention movements of animalsor a hole in a wall indiating that a bullet passedthrough it, and symbols inlude arbitrary phonemistrings of spoken human language.By making the interpretant expliit, Peire madelear that the relationship between sign and signi�edis not a stati one, it an vary with the agent involved,between agents, and with ontext. Sign, signi�ed,and interpretant are verties of a triangle on whiheah proess of making meaning is based. Suh aproess is alled semiosis.The above rejetion of the assumptions of deno-tational semantis and similar systems amounts toreognizing that eah aspet of semiosis | sign, sig-ni�ed, and interpretant | is thus agent-partiularrather than part of some external struture.3 Meaning is (Statistially) Use-ful Information in Channelsof Sensing and AtuatingWe now relate the semioti notion of meaning to itssituated and embodied ontexts in human, animal,and other agent systems.3.1 Wittgenstein and Meaning in UseDenotation of words may be relatively unambiguousfor proper names, but general onrete terms, a-tions, attributes, and relationships orrespond to nopartiular entities in the physial world.Wittgenstein pointed out that to know the mean-ing of a word one must know the funtion of the wordin the ontexts in whih it is used. Generalizing fromhis insights, we shall insist that the meaning of sig-nals an be and should only be de�ned in terms oftheir usage in interation games (Nehaniv (1999)).Animals do not evolve signal systems for the purposeof making `true' assertions about the physial world.They are not onerned with truth, but rather withsurvival in the natural world. If they an use signalsto manipulate the world and gain useful informationabout it, then this is meaningful for them and anmotivate natural seletive pressure.Meaning is understood here as (1) information ininteration games between an agent and its environ-ment or between agents mediated by the environmentand in all ases by the sensors or atuators of theagents, and as (2) useful (in a probabilisti sense tak-ing into aount the osts and bene�ts of sensing and

atuating) for satisfying homeostati or other drives,needs, goals, or intentions. (see also Nehaniv (1999),Nehaniv et al. (1999)).3.2 Private MeaningThe de�nition of meaning above is made with refer-ene to a partiular agent (or possibly a ommunity),sine the notion of \useful" requires this and sine thenotion depends also on the partiular sensing and a-tuating apaity of the agent. Thus information thatis meaning for one agent may be impereptible ormeaningless noise to another. Moreover, the internalstate and struture of the agent is ruial to whetherinformation might be useful to it. This is losely on-neted with whether the agent an use the informa-tion to modify its expetations (e.g. preditive senar-ios) of what is likely to happen and thus modify itsown future ations in light of these. (Also omparethe disussion of Smith (1996) below).4 Evolution of CommuniationDarwin (1872) reognized the importane of the ex-pression of emotion in an animal as ues by whihothers an judge aspets of its internal state, and thusits likely future behaviour. Cues, ommuniative sig-nalling, and misinformation are distinguished in theliterature on animal ommuniation and information-theoreti properties are related via ost-bene�t trade-o�s to the study of the evolution of ommuniation.4.1 De�nitions of Communiation(Bradbury and Vehrenamp (1998)) de�ne ommu-niation as follows: \The proess of ommuniationinvolves two individuals, a sender and a reeiver. Thesender produes a signal whih onveys information.The signal is transmitted through the environmentand is deteted by the reeiver. The reeiver usesthe information to help make a deision about howit should respond. The reeiver's response a�ets the�tness of the sender as well as its own. In true om-muniation, both sender and reeiver bene�t (on av-erage) from the information exhange."Stimuli produed by an animal but not bene�t-ting it pereived by others are alled ues. If theprodution of the signal does not on average bene-�t the reeiver, then this is alled misinformation.Examples inlude the mimiry of one speies' sexualpheromones by another in order to attrat the formeras prey, the use of �shing bait, but also amouageand disruptive displays in animals (e.g. ephalopodsMoynihan (1985); Hanlon andMessenger (1996)). (Mis-information is sometimes alled \dishonest ommu-niation", but we avoid this term in that it leads to



presuppositions that the reeiver is apable of hold-ing a false belief or that the emitter intends the re-eiver to form a false belief, et.) Signals may be veryextended in temporal extent, states (e.g. permanentoloration markings on the body, �xed body sents),or events of more limited sope (alarm alls, a displayof out-spread tail feathers, aggressive posturing andoloration, et.).Many de�nitions, not requiring bene�t on averageto the reipient, of a signal our in ethology:\Communiation is the phenomenon of one or-ganism produing a signal that, when responded toby another organism, onfers some advantage (or thestatistial probability of it) to the signaler or hisgroup." (Burghardt (1977))This de�nition is used by MaLennan (1992) in asyntheti omputational ethologial implementation.Populations of \simorgs" (essentially look-up tablesgiving funtions from global environment and loalenvironment to either emissions and ations) are sub-jeted to digital evolution in whih they are rewardedfor ations mathing the loal environment of thelast emitter. Comparing evolution (using a steady-state geneti algorithm) of suh simorgs to others forwhih ommuniation was not permitted, MaLen-nan showed that Burghardt's de�nition is satis�ed.4.2 Expetation, Predition, and A-tion(Smith (1977, 1996)) onsiders that an animal's basiognitive ativity is haraterized by \a ontinuousyle of generating and testing expetations that areinorporated into prediative senarios". Expandingthis: The animal is seeking or extrating informa-tion from various soures, in various irumstanes;it ompares this information with information it haspreviously stored; and it makes and updates predi-tions, selets among them and generates new ones.This is a ontinuous proess, in whih informationis used to produe expetations. Signals from otheranimals are an important soure of suh information.The information and preditions of an individual arelargely \private", i.e. not visible to others, but maybe made publi by speialized behaviour alled sig-nalling, e.g. information about what the individualis likely to do next. Signaling behaviour an in-uene the reipient's behaviour in a manner thatis useful to the sender. The behaviour of popula-tions that signal will o-evolve with the dispositionsof how reipients respond whether the reipients bein the sender's own population or another allospe-i� group. Formalization of signal repertoires, spe-ialization of displays, modes of varying display form,modes of ombining displays, and formalization of in-terations will all be driven by the osts and bene�tsof signalling behaviour, and are espeially likely to

have e�ets on reipient expetation of soial events(Smith (1996)). Moreover, Smith emphasizes thatformalization of signalling interation enables eahpartiipant to eliit signalling responses within for-mal (and thus more preditable) onstraints. Herewe have the evolution of interation games (inlud-ing the signalling, sensory, and proessing apparatus)leading to the formalization of signalling exhanges.The ommuniation behaviour here arises in evolv-ing populations engaged in soial and nonsoial in-teration. The nonsoial omponents have to do withmanipulation of the environment, of predator, and ofprey; while the soial omponent an be largely (butperhaps not ompletely) identi�ed with intraspei�interation (territoriality, mate attration, et.). Cuessuh as diretion of eye gaze and joint attention orsignals of intention movements may be interpretableaross several speies, and might be onsidered andi-dates for interspeies ommuniation (subjet to fur-ther onditions of the various ompeting de�nitions).4.3 Communiative SystemsAnimal ommuniation thus is learly subjet to in-herited geneti and developmental fators. Innatesignalling systems might be re�ned by experiene,e.g. young Vervet monkeys may make inappropriatealarm alls, ignored by adults, before they an distin-guish harmless birds from aerial predators, (Seyferthand Cheney (1986)). Chomsky (1968, 1975), Pinkerand Bloom (1990), Bikerton (1990), and (MaynardSmith and Szathm�ary, 1995, Ch. 17) have arguedthat human ability to aquire language is biologi-ally based or innate. In partiular features of theambient language's grammar are aquired by settingparameters in a universal grammatial system for hu-man language (Chomsky (1981)). This system mightbe inborn or developed, in that all humans aquireit in the ourse of development, and may have alarge genetially transmitted omponent that is notmerely part of general ognitive abilities and intelli-gene. Meanwhile, others argue that general humanognitive abilities will eventually be able to explainthe origin and maintenane of language (e.g. Steels(1995)). Many workers are now studying the degreesto whih innateness or ompeting mehanisms anserve as explanations of the evolution of linguisitiphenomena (e.g. Hurford et al. (1998)). One shouldresist the tendeny to demonize generative grammaron the grounds that it seems to attribute dison-tinuity of apaity between humans and other ani-mals. The emerging piture may be one in whihhuman language aquisition has a strong evolution-ary ompotent with language spei� developmen-tal analization that ombines with more general as-pets of ognition to generate language readiness (e.g.Batali (1994)). There is not enough evidene on ei-



ther side to onlusively say that human languageaquisition apaity is primarily innate or primarilybased on ulture and general ognitive abilities. Lan-guage readiness of humans may also have some un-expeted soures, ombining the evolution of neuro-physiology with other abilities, e.g. see the disussionof mirror neurons in monkey brain area F5 (whih �reboth when partiular a�ordanes are used in ationby the animal or observed being used in ations ofothers) whih is homologous to Broa's area in hu-man for a proposed model of human language evo-lution (Rizzolatti and Arbib (1998); Arbib (to ap-pear)).The degree to whih ommuniative systems areinnate, subjet to developmental variation and learn-ing, and whether their learned aspets are mainlyaquired via individual or soial learning are oftentopis of heated debate. Of ourse, the degree towhih and whih aspets of suh systems are innatewill vary onsiderably from speies to speies.5 Shared MeaningHaving rejeted privileged agent-independent notionsof semantis, meaning, signs, onepts and mappings,how is it possible to aount for the fat that agentsdo in fat sueed in ooperation and ommunia-tion? Does this not require us to resort to postulatingexternal Platonist universals to whih agents have atleast limited aess? No, it does not.Similarities of experiene between agents beginto an aount for the observed orrespondenes inthe making of meaning. Agents sharing an envi-ronment, with similar sensory and atuator appar-tus, with similar bodies and needs will to lesser orgreater degrees share modes of interation with theirworld. Their Umwelts (worlds of experiene aroundthe agent) may orrespond to lesser or greater de-grees. The sharing of these features an be the sub-strate supporting similarity of sensory pereptions,similarity of ations, and needs (hene of what is use-ful for the agents). This an already aount for in-nate similarities in the experiene of meaning, andhene of the grounding for ommuniation via simi-laries between the sender and reeiver (Dautenhahn(1995); Nehaniv et al. (1999)). However, the senderand reeiver of a signal may have radially di�erentembodiments, suh as eho-loating bats and theirinset prey, dolphins and prey �sh. In suh ases,the signal may also result in transfer of informationuseful to one or both parties, but the meaning of theinteration is only shared in the sense that both par-ties take part in two di�erent instanes of semiosis inwhih there is overlap in the signal and possibly thesigni�ed verties of the semioti triangle.In soieties of interating agents, there is an op-portunity not only for the signs and signi�ed to on-

verge within distint agents, but building on biologi-al fators, there is also opportunity for further on-vergene by means of learning in the ourse of manyinterations. This may result in a onvergene of on-epts, signi�eds, and onventionalizations of signalsinto systems of signs. Moreover, the mappings, link-ing signs and signi�eds, may also have the opportu-nity to onverge. In this ase, shared semioti sys-tems make ommuniation more like { but still verydistint from the Platonisti idealization and sim-pli�ation of denotational semantis with its \sign-meaning pairs". Beyond biologially innate or devel-opmentally `programmed' instanes of suh onver-gene, onventionalization of interation via ulturaltransmission or soial learning appears to be the onlypossible mehanism that an aount for the emer-gene of suh (shared) semioti systems.In interspeies interation, parrots (Pepperberg(to appear)), himpanzees, bonobos (Savage-Rumbaughand Brakke (1996)) and bottlenosed dolphins (Her-man and Austad (1996)) have all shown that theyare apable of aquiring various omponents of hu-man or human-onstruted language-like ommuni-ation systems, involving ategories and referene,requests to satisfy intentions, and in the ase of bono-bos and dolphins, also the ability to understand, asevidened by ation in ontrolled experiments, syn-tatially omplex imperatives, or again for dolphins,even notions of absene and abstrat onepts suhas simultaneity (tandem ation) and imitation (Her-man (to appear)). Soial interation (with humans)was a key feature in the animals' aquisition of theselinguisti abilities.M. Oliphant (Oliphant (to appear)) argues thatas far as we know only humans have naturally o-urring arbitrary symboli referene. He shows thatlearning suh arbitrary orrespondenes (between \meaning-symbol" pairs) is easily aomplished already usingvery simple arti�ial neural network models (e.g. us-ing Hebbian learning), so omputational apaity lim-itations on learning ability annot be responsible forthe observed apparent lak of learned arbitrary refer-ential symbols in non-human animals. He speulatesthat this lak may be due to the diÆulty in \observ-ing meaning", i.e. other animals do not learn to om-muniate beause of diÆulty in \determining themeaning a signal is intended to onvey." Meanwhile,humans use taxonomi ategories, awareness of prag-mati ontext, reading the intent of the speaker, andhuman adults modify their utteranes when speakingto younger hildren.However, experiments with soially-mediated learn-ing in (even di�erently embodied) roboti agents, showthat at least aquisition orresponding labelling (\proto-words") for similar external environments is possiblevia assoiative learning using temporal delays (Bil-lard and Dautenhahn (1999)).



All of this suggests that shared meaning (orre-sponding proesses of semiosis) requires shared expe-riene in a soial setting (or biologiial innate sim-ilarity). It is important in the soial aquisition ofsign systems that agents are allowed to attempt usesof ommuniation to meet their own goals (e.g. in-tentions, homeostasis, transportation, feeding needs)rather than those of experimenter or other agents(Savage-Rumbaugh and Brakke (1996)). This is inaord with the notion that meaning depends on use-fulness to the agents, and thus motivates the aquisi-tion of the semioti system, as when human hildrenaquire human language.6 Interation GamesIn this setion, we will look inside ommuniationand examine some of the most important featuresthat are present in at least some forms of animal orhuman ommuniation.6.1 Language GamesWittgenstein viewed natural language as omprisedof myriad (and often very separate) language gamesin whih language is employed in partiular ontextsby partiipants in partiular manners. He onstrutedmany examples of language games played aordingto strit rules in his philosophial investigations (Wittgen-stein (1968)) to gain insight into the nature of lan-guage and other topis. In eah game partiipants(or, agents, if you like) use language to aomplishertain things in the world. Wittgenstein uses theword `grammar' to desribe the use of language orlanguage omponents (whether natural, formal, orarti�ial) in arrying out partiular tasks or ativ-ities. Some examples of language games: hildrensinging `Ring around the rosy, a poket full of posies,Ashes, Ashes, we all fall down' when daning in airle holding hands; making a list of items to buy ata groery store, and then heking them o� the listas they are olleted into one's shopping basket; ask-ing another person the time; yelling `brik' or `slab'at a onstrution site when asking another workerto bring the needed objet. Many of Wittgenstein'sexamples inlude simple �nite languages with stritrules of use, but the notion inludes all ways in whihnatural language is employed.Context is ruial in language games. When therules of one game are applied in the ontext of an-other situation, interation may fail, or we may pro-due in ourselves a sense of onfusion or bewilder-ment. For example, the syntax of natural languageallows us to say \Where is the book?", an ordinaryquestion we might ask in trying to obtain an item.Sine \the book" is a noun phrase, we might sub-stitute another noun phrase suh as \the universe"

or \toothahe" to reate unusual questions, whihseem meaningful sine we an form them syntatially.Yet they are not part of our everyday life languagegames and so are not \grammatial" within thesegames. Similarly, sine we an say \What happenedbefore Thursday?", syntax allows us to say \Whathappened before time?". Muh of philosophy beginswith attempts to interpret suh use of language out-side the ordinary ontexts of its uses in natural lan-guage games.Real agents only play the language games that areuseful for them. A statement like \This pen is blue"is never made about a pen that the speaker knowsis red, unless there is a reason behind this. Exam-ples games in whih this ould our: the speakerwishes to deeive or manipulate others; the speakeris illustrating the possibility of ounterfatuals (indoing philosophy - i.e. playing a philosophy languagegame).6.2 Interation GamesGeneralizingWittgenstein's notion of language gamesto non-linguisti realms, the author has desribed in-teration games in whih agents employ hannels ofsensing and atuation in some manner that is use-ful for them (Nehaniv (1999)). This is essentially thenotion of language game, exept that it has been min-imally expanded so that it now easily applies to non-human animals and (roboti or software) agents. Thenotion of interation games, inludes animal ommu-niation and signalling (see below), and sine the no-tion \useful" an be well-de�ned in terms of repro-dutive suess or evolutionary terms, the identi�-ation and study of interation games in the animalworld provides part of the basis for understandingevolutionary ontinuity between humans and otheranimals. Suh parsimony between explanations ofhuman and animal features of interation and om-muniation is a major theme of evolutionary psyhol-ogy (Byrne and Whiten (1988)), ognitive ethology(GriÆn, 1976, p. 102), or the study of animal minds(GriÆn (1992); Jamieson and Beko� (1996)).6.3 Games Animals PlayFormalized signalling interations are apparent in thenatural behavior of many animals. In dogs a `playbow' may preede what would otherwise appear tobe aggressive or sexual behaviour (Beko� (1977)).Marking a sequene by a preeding play bow tells theanid observer \what follows is play". Squids, uttle-�sh and otopi employ elaborate signalling systemsfor attrating a mate, threatening rivals, hunting,onfusing or frightening others and for amouage.Chromatophores in the skin of many ephalopods al-low them via fast neural ontrol to alter their body



patterning, to signal to onspei�s or members ofother speies, even sending di�erent signals to di�er-ent observers viewing the animals from various per-spetives (Moynihan (1985); Hanlon and Messenger(1996)). Squids an very quikly hange from one dis-play to another in a sequene. It is unlear whetherand to what degree these hanges are syntatiallygoverned.6.4 Comprehension / ProdutionHumans (and other animals or agents) may have dif-fering apaity in omprehending as ompared to pro-duing ommuniative signals. Generally, but not al-ways, ability to reeive and interpret (parse or aton) ommuniation is higher than the ability to pro-due ommuniative signals as evidened in humans,apes, and dolphins (Herman and Austad (1996)).6.5 DeixisThe indiation of diretion or diretional referene toobjets in language and interation is alled deixis.We see it in humans in deiti gaze (already presentin prelinguisti infants) and also in words like \this"and \those".Ants pheromones seem to have deiti qualities.And the use of honeybee danes to point in a sophisti-ated way that indiates both diretion and distaneis another example. Despite what is sometimes as-serted, the honeybees' danes do not refer only tosoures of food, but may be employed also for otherdeiti funtions suh as the indiation of desirablenesting sites (GriÆn (1976)).6.6 Referene, Categories, and Nam-ingLabelling partiular objets, or ategories of objetsis a property of human language. More generally,not only objets, but attributes, ations, and rela-tionships an be named with words. Categories angroup together entities based on funtional similar-ity, i.e. the fat that they require similar behaviouralresponses, or on syntati similarly, i.e. a degree ofinterhangability between words of the same ategoryin the struture of utteranes (e.g. transitive verbs,animate singular nouns, et.) How suh ategoriesmight arise in humans and animals is unlear. Butarti�ial neural network models in whih the outputis to behavioural seletion rather than lassi�ationmight lead to insight. Clustering into ategories anthus arise via separability, or via assoiation of ob-jets with similar properties (i.e. similar to the agentpereiving them).Referene for proper names (signals labelling uniqueitems, plaes or individuals) is less of problem than

is the origin of abstrat nouns, lasses, ategories,verbals, attributes, and relation words.6.7 Assoiation vs. PrediationHebbian learning and onept formation using arti�-ial neural networks may be suÆient for desribingthe phenomenon of assoiation, and even for someases of ation seletion. Assoiation is generallysymmetri, but an be made asymmetri, e.g. throughthe use of temporal delay information. Prediationis a partiular type of asymmetri assoiation, e.g.\This pen is red" prediates a property of an entity(`pen' and `red' are not merely assoiated). Predia-tion, as in assertions that some entity has a property,has a weaker ousin modi�ation, whih is a funtionof adjetives and adverbs, whih are responsible fora kind of less marked, presuppositional, prediationin language. Grades of abstratness in prediationdepend on the notion of ategory (e.g. entity withproper name or generi entity) and attributes (prop-erties). There seems to be no evidene for naturalourring instanes of prediation in non-human ani-mals. Why this is so remains to be explained. Predi-ation may lie at the ore of human syntax. Anotherweaker version of it seen in human language inludestopi omment onstrutions.6.8 Disrimination GamesPepperberg (to appear) presents evidene for predi-ation, attribution of properties to objets, in AfrianGrey parrots trained using a soially-based model ri-val tehnique. Apes an be taught to use attribute la-bels (e.g. Savage-Rumbaugh and Brakke (1996)) andbottlenosed dolphins demonstrate understanding ofabsene vs. presene of objets and distinguish pos-sible vs. impossible requests in a syntati ommandlanguage used with them by human trainers (Hermanand Austad (1996)). We an all games in whih anagent must indiate or possibly even prediate thatan entity has a property disrimination games. Inmany ases it is still unlear to what degree what ishappening is like prediation in human language.This sort of interation game is employed by Steels(1995) in experiments with software agents and robots.With possible referents given a priori in his modelalong with separation of sensory hannels, individu-als in the game attempt to refer to the same objetin the environment. This goal of referene is builtin, as is the notion of prediation. Suess in thisgame ours if the prediate (given by the sender)uniquely determines the entity of whih the predia-tion is made to the reipient or determines a thirdentity whose spatial relationship to another has beenprediated. Iterated playing of the the game leads toonvergene of (proper) names labelling of entities,



and of either spatial prediates that determine a thirdentity, or, alternatively, of prediates that onstrainranges of (sometimes several) feature values. Withineah agent, phoneti symbols are assoiated to rangesof values in sensory hannels. Communiative suessis the riterion eah agent uses in deiding whetheror not to revise its assoiation of phoneti elementsto labels for objets or for attributes. Although themodels of (Steels (1995)) have built in apaities forreferene and prediation, the system does illustratehow onventions of labelling an arise in a populationthat has suh apaities, even if the set of objets andattributes is open and hanging.Explaining how referene and prediation ouldarise remains an open problem.6.9 Following GamesIn following games (employing learning by imitation),signals are employed to ensure the oordinated move-ment of teaher and student robots. Additionally,short binary string signals (`words') are emitted bythe teaher as a funtion of its sensor values. By us-ing an appropriate delay parameter (related to bodylength and speed of motion), the student omes as-soiate the words with its own sensory experiene insimilar ontexts. Thus the `meaning' of the signalsis aquired (Billard and Dautenhahn (1999)). Herethe signals are from a small �nite set, but the per-eptions they are assoiated with need not be similarsine the tehnique works even with agents havingdi�erent body arhitetures.7 SyntaxSyntax (rules of grammar) is often onsidered by lin-guists as being absolutely neessary for human likelinguisti ability. Some preursors and features arethe ombination of symbols to yield new types ofommuniative ats not previously possible (Savage-Rumbaugh and Brakke (1996)), rule sets generat-ing �nite sets of possible signalling events, omposi-tional or subategorization struture, and reursionand ombinatorial explosion in the number of possi-ble ommuniative ats (see below).7.1 Compositional StrutureThe language used by Herman and Austad (1996)with dolphins had a strit word order in whih tar-get goals our �rst, objets to be manipulated ourin seond position, and ations our last. While still�nite (though extensible), this language has omposi-tional syntati struture: ommands in the languagetake arguments whose role is determined by position.Allowing other marking (other than position) to in-diate role would also yield ompositional syntax.

Lexial items an take arguments (subategoriza-tion), e.g. VP ! V NP, a verb phrase may be on-stituted from a verb followed by a noun phrase as in[V P [ eats ℄V [NP the hoolate ake ℄NP ℄V P :Grammat-ially \the hoolate ake" is the diret objet of the\eats". \Eats" has onstituents or slots, inluding anobjet slot. The orrespondene between the argu-ment struture in syntax and semantis is also some-times alled `ompositionality' (e.g. Kirby (1999)),but this might more preisely be alled homomorphimapping or morphism or, more generally, a struture-preserving map (e.g. Goguen (1999)), i.e. the termsof logial form, syntati representation, and phonetiform an be obtained via struture preserving orre-spondenes. This is what Chomsky alls the `proje-tion priniple' (Chomsky (1981),(Sells, 1985, p. 33)).7.2 ReursionWhen a lexial item subategorizes for other items, itmay be that by following a hain of suh subatego-rizations that it is possible to reah an another itemof the original type. E.g. \I believe that you think...", in suh ases reursion is possible. Or in phrasestruture rules X �! �X�;where X is a non-terminal and �; � are some strings.More generally, exponential growth in the number ofgenerated strings an result when there are deriva-tions of the form X �! �X�with � and � non-empty orX �! �X�X:Reursion and related exponential growth in genera-tive apaity are extremely likely to arise in randomsets of rules for ontext-free grammars.Formal language theory, onerned with the de-sription of sets of strings, provides onvenient meth-ods to desribe suh struture. Chomsky's Synta-ti Strutures (Chomsky (1957)) shows that (whileEnglish is not a ontext- free language) a ontext-free formal grammar an give an approximation ofa fragment of English. The same holds for other hu-man natural languages. The formalism works well foromputer languages suh as PASCAL, FORTRAN,C, et., whih are atually de�ned using suh for-malisms. Semantis of these languages is ompo-sitional in the sense that �xed meanings perolateup from leaf nodes in the parse tree of the languagestatement, and funtions at intermediate nodes areapplied to the node's onstitutent argument list. (E.g.,onsider how an assigment statement like X := C+5is parsed: the value of variable \C" and integer \5"



are arguments to funtion \+", so that C + 5 om-prises an expression evaluated by applying additionto these arguments; while the assignment operator\:=" takes a variable and expression as its arguments,evaluates the expression and assigns the result to thevariable X . ).First-order and higher-order logi formulae aresimilarly onstruted using ontext-free grammars.Truth values of formulae in the languages determinedby these grammars are similarly determined (with re-spet to a partiular struture or \world of disourse"over whih the interpretation is made) by reursiveappliation of rules whih �nally redue to the as-signment of truth values to the equality of terms andthe truth values of prediates. Rather than induingwell-de�ned operations in a omputer, the interpre-tation of a logial formula over a struture returns ei-ther \true" or \false". One the struture and rules ofinterpretation have been thus spei�ed, all observerswill assign the same truth value to eah formula.Prediation is built into the edifae of formal logi.Constituent argument struture (\ompositionality")is built into the formalism of �rst-order logi and intothe struture of programming languages, and otherformalisms. These properties were abstrated fromnatural language by logiians and mathematiians.They have been odi�ed and standardized in suha way that someone using them is able to `esapefrom ontext', i.e. knowledge expressed in suh for-mulae is an example of what Bruno Latour (Latour(1987) has alled an `immutable mobile', knowledgethat an be reused in other ontexts when applied a-ording to ertain general proedures or rules. JoesphGoguen has alled this `dry' information, as opposedto `wet' information whih annot be interpreted out-side its partiular original grounded, embedded, situ-ated ontext. Note that there are degrees of drynessand wetness, or in Latour's terms, degrees of mobil-ity. For example, a ake reipe, is a partly formalbut reusable piee of information somewhere in themiddle of the wet-dry ontinuum.These formal properites of ompositionality (ar-gument struture, subategorization) and semantisof prediation are thus very well-supported by thetools of omputer siene and formal grammars. It isvery easy to desribe ompositional formal languagesystems and assoiated semantis using these tools.That is exatly what the tools were developed for.Tools suh as ontext-free grammar (Bakus-Naurform), phrase struture grammars, denotational se-mantis, programming languages, et., abstrat fromstruture of natural human language and also `lean-up' the embeddedness (`wetness') inreasing the mo-bility of knowledge (well-de�nedness of truth valuesof formulae when interpreted over strutures, porta-bility of software, et.)It should therefore ome as no surprise if we ob-

serve the \emergene" of prediation or omposition-ality or of reursion in models of the evolution of om-muniation and evolution of language whih formu-late their grammars using tools of ontext-free gram-mar or subategorization in argument struture: Thelatter were onstruted to failitate the former.8 Random drift: \Diversity" and\Convergene"In repeated stohasti sampling of a population, thedistribution in the sample is unlikely to exatly maththe distribution of haraters in the population. Thisphenomenon is well-known in statistis, where largesample sizes and on�dene intervals are used to limitand quantify the likely e�ets of sampling error (Freed-man et al. (1997)). In evolutionary genetis (May-nard Smith (1989); Sigmund (1993); Roughgarden(1996); Shmitt and Nehaniv (1999)) repeated sam-pling of a �nite population (and all biologial popula-tions are �nite) results in geneti drift of the inheritedtraits (independent of natural seletion and variationdue to mutation) towards random but uniform val-ues. Expliit bounds on the rate of onvergene dueto geneti drift in iterated random sampling with orwithout the ation of seletive pressure have beenalulated (see the above referenes). It is a math-ematial theorem, that under very general irum-stanes, e.g. in the absene of mutation, a �xed-size�nite population subjet to any operators of �tnessseletion and with or without sexual reombinationwill onverge (with probability 1) to a population ofindividuals all having the same genotype. Moreover,this is even true, if for instane, what is transmittedis not alled `genotype' but is e.g. a `meaning-symbol'map aquired from observation of other agents' useof `language'. This is all that is behind the so-alled`emergene of a ommon language' in some ompu-tational models. Sometimes suh random drift on-vergene has been given the name `self-organization'.Convergene an be prevented by the introdu-tion of random variation in the ourse of reprodu-tion (e.g. the random resetting of bits in a geneti al-gorithm). These mehanisms by themselves explainmuh of what is seen e.g. in the results of Arita andKoyama (1998) on so-alled \linguisti diversity".Cases of random drift and drift ombined withseletion and variation are seen, for example, in thestudies of Arita and Koyama (1998) at a geneti levelfor individuals de�ned by meaning-symbol pairs, ofSteels (1995) in whih entities onsist of sets of meaning-symbol pairs but modify themselves (seletion andvariation) based on ommuniative suess, and of(Hashimoto and Ikegami (1995); Steels (1998); Kirby(1999)) in whih individuals an at least roughly beviewed as grammars, i.e. populations of sets of rules.



`Emergene' and `self-organization' are terms usedby experimenters to desribe phenomena whih sur-prise them and for whih they an o�er no detailedexplanation. Minsky has argued that use of the word`emergene' should make one suspiious that not enoughe�ort has been made in �nding explanatory meha-nisms (Minsky (1996)). If the riterion for emergeneis one of surprising the investigators, then the notionis learly very muh observer-dependent, in suh aformulation of little value to siene. However, emer-gene an be de�ned in a more formal way in termsof a rigorous mathematial de�nition of omplexityas omplexity inrease in the extreme upper range ofertain bounds on omplexity inrease (for one-wayinterations) or greater inrease (for interation withfeedbak), see (Nehaniv and Rhodes (2000)).9 Building the Solutions InWe have seen some evidene that simulation modelswithout evolution of innate language ability an beput forward for to assess possible explanatory meha-nisms for aspets of language or ommuniation evo-lution. Steels' disrimination games (Steels (1995))have also been extended to games in whih not onlyphonemi labels, but onstraints on ordering are in-trodued to model evolution of syntax (Steels (1998)).In the former prediation and referene were built into the agents, in the latter subategorization framesare built in, i.e. ompositionality is assumed, althoughnot its partiular realization under a mapping to `sur-fae struture'. Kirby (1999) starts with a spae ofprivileged meanings that are ompositional and re-ursive, and using ontext-free formalisms to aquiregrammars whih de�ne struture-preservingmaps from`meanings' to `utteranes'; in this setting he showsthat the bottlenek of learning (and ertain gener-alizing variation operations) leads over time to in-reasingly generi ontext-free grammars that pre-serve struture of the external `meaning' spae. Hashimotoand Ikegami (1995) show that soial fators an de-termine the ommuniative suess of grammar us-ing agents that play a game of generating and pars-ing abstrat utteranes. Subjaeny, a struturalonstraint on argument hains in determining refer-ene in universal grammar (e.g. (Sells, 1985, p. 48))an probably be shown to arise one ontext-free likerules are employed in ompositional syntax. The ori-gin and maintenane of syntati phenomena suh asdeixis, prediation, ompositionality, and grammarsan still be onsidered wide open problems.Innate language aquisition devies and languagereadiness (either neurophysiologial, ognitive, or ul-tural) have been proposed but yet not demonstratedas suÆient to aount for human linguisti apai-ties (Chomsky (1968); Pinker and Bloom (1990); Ar-bib (to appear); Hurford et al. (1998)). We expet
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